SYNOPSIS:

Ambitious tour manager RICHARD has assembled a group of Z-list celebrities to embark on what he hopes will be a money-spinning venture. Unfortunately, their opening few gigs have received poor reviews and they are left to attend low-end venues across the United Kingdom in order to keep their dream of resurrecting their careers alive.

Richard's mismatched cast include:

Former child star and now recovering alcoholic and drug addict PIERCE STONE. One-hit wonder singer EVE KNIGHT. Famous-for-being-famous American COURTNEY CANE. Los Angeles Gangster rapper DAMON. An author recently found not guilty of the murder of her husband, AMY WINTERS. Kiss-and-tell media girl TRICIA WINSEM. Reality TV star RYAN PARRY. Bulgarian singing contest failure GORAN. Temperamental celebrity chef DARIO.

Things are about to get much, much worse. When their tour bus is derailed, the group are forced to walk to their next destination— a dingy club set in the middle of nowhere. After being reassured by mysterious club owner MR. LING, the group settle in the Green Room, waiting to be called one-by-one to entertain the audience.

Each character will have to put on the performance of their lives as the stage has been set for grisly torture and violent murder. Trapped in the Green Room, with escape seemingly impossible, the few remaining celebs must put their egos aside and work together in a bid to survive.